OSS Contributor Agreements
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA GUIDELINES FOR CONTRIBUTING TO OPEN/COMMUNITY SOURCE SOFTWARE

I. PURPOSE

The University of California not only uses Open Source Software and Community Source Software (O/CSS) in furtherance of its mission, in a growing number of cases the University also contributes code back to those O/CSS communities. Benefits accrue to the University as a result of making such contributions, but in doing so the University takes on certain associated responsibilities.

The purpose of this document is to:

- Summarize the rights and responsibilities associated with O/CSS contributions made on behalf of the University;
- Provide guidelines by which the University can most effectively and appropriately evaluate and manage making such contributions, taking into account pertinent licensing, technical, intellectual property, legal, policy and cost/benefit issues; and
- Identify organizations, roles and responsibilities pertinent to the implementation and management of the guidelines outlined herein.

II. APPLICABILITY

These Guidelines apply to:

- All Open Source Software and Community Source Software (as defined in Section III below) used by the University of California;
- All software code that has been created by, or on behalf of, the University of California, that is based upon and intended to correct, modify or enhance existing O/CSS software code, and which the University of California determines is in its best interest to contribute to that O/CSS community;
- All employees, including student, part-time and temporary employees;
- All departments and organizations of the University of California; and
- All third parties whose conduct, in the performance of their work for the University of California, is under the control of the Regents of the University of California.

III. DEFINITIONS

Community Source Software (CSS), as used in these Guidelines, means a software model that blends elements of directed development, in the classic sense of an organization employing staff and resources to work on a project, and the openness of traditional Open Source Software projects.

License, as used in these Guidelines, means a contract in which a copyright owner grants to another permission to exercise one or more of their rights under copyright.
Open Source Software (OSS), as used in these Guidelines, means computer software that is available in source code form for which the source code and certain other rights normally reserved for copyright holders are provided under a software license that permits users to use, study, change, and improve the software.

Source Code, as used in these Guidelines, means a collection of human-readable text and/or programming commands needed to specify the actions to be performed by a computer or computing device.

IV. STATEMENT

The University of California not only uses O/CSS in furtherance of its mission, in a growing number of cases the University also contributes code back to those O/CSS communities. Benefits accrue to the University as a result of making such contributions, but in so doing the University takes on certain associated responsibilities.

Benefits that accrue to the University as a result of contributing code to communities supporting the O/CSS solutions it uses include:

- Adoption of an O/CSS solution can be an important long term investment. Every effort that the University makes to contribute to that O/CSS solution helps to ensure its ongoing success which in turn protects the University's investment in that solution.
- Contributing code can enable the University to influence the direction of an O/CSS solution to ensure that it continues to align with the University's needs.
- Code developed by the University for an O/CSS solution is likely done to customize the O/CSS to meet the University's specific needs. Each time the University upgrades to a new version of that O/CSS, it may have to expend additional resources to develop the same code customization to apply to the new version. If the code that the University contributions back to the O/CSS community is incorporated into the core code for all subsequent versions, then the University will save resources by not having to develop the same customized code for each new version.
- It is easier to ask for and receive support from an O/CSS community when one also gives back to that community. By helping others, we help ourselves.

Responsibilities that the University takes on as a result of contributing code to communities supporting the O/CSS solutions it uses include:

- The University's contribution of code does not guarantee that it will be approved for incorporation into the core code. For this reason it is important that the University ensure that any code it may contribute meets a sufficient level of technical quality and usefulness.
- The University must take appropriate steps to confirm that the code to be contributed was fully created by the University and/or its representatives, and does not contain the intellectual property of others.
- The University must take appropriate steps to ensure that the code to be contributed does not have prior conflicting intellectual property rights obligations or restrictions. Code developed under some form of externally sponsored research should be closely reviewed for this.
- The University must take appropriate steps to determine that the contribution of the code is in the University's best interest.

The use of each individual O/CSS solution is governed by the terms and conditions under which it is licensed, and is protected under United States Copyright law. Furthermore, the University has various internal policies related to Intellectual Property (IP) that may be pertinent to the contribution of code to O/CSS communities. The University is obligated by policy and law to ensure that any code contributions to an O/CSS community are in compliance with the terms and conditions of the pertinent license, laws and internal policies.
V. GUIDELINES

Under the executive sponsorship of the UC Information Technology Leadership Council (ITLC), the UC Technical Acquisition Support (TAS) group researched State and Federal law, and existing University policies pertinent to making contributions to O/CSS. As a result of that research, TAS developed the following guidelines, and proposes that they be implemented as an effective mechanism by which the University can ensure that any code contributions it may make to an O/CSS community are in compliance with the terms and conditions of the pertinent license, laws and internal policies.

1. Each campus should establish a process by which to ensure that any contribution of University developed code to an O/CSS community is in the best interest of the University and is in compliance with the pertinent licenses, laws and policies.

2. The process noted above should include a mechanism by which to effectively confirm that the code to be contributed was fully created by the University and/or its representatives, and does not contain the intellectual property of others. This mechanism should include identification of who specifically authored the code to be contributed, and a review of the laws and/or policies pertinent to that individual's relationship to the University (staff, faculty, contractor/consultant, etc.).

3. The process noted above should include a mechanism by which to effectively confirm that the code to be contributed does not have prior conflicting intellectual property rights obligations or restrictions.

4. The process noted above should include a mechanism by which to effectively confirm that any code to be contributed meets a sufficient level of technical quality and usefulness.

5. The process noted above should include a mechanism by which to effectively confirm whether or not the benefits derived by contributing the code exceed the benefits that could be derived by the University retaining exclusive intellectual property rights to the code. In cases where an O/CSS solution has already been vetted through the appropriate internal governance process and identified as a campus-wide solution, then it may be prudent to establish that the contribution of University developed code to that O/CSS project is understood to be in the best interest of the University. NOTE: If the code to be contributed is for an O/CSS solution licensed under the GPL or other “Reciprocal” license, then the University could choose to use the code solely for internal purposes, but would not have the right to externally distribute for a profit.

6. The process noted above should include identification of the positions and offices responsible for each element of the process.
   a) At most UC campuses, the office responsible for technology transfer and/or intellectual property rights is the primary authority in this area and is likely to be the primary office responsible for managing this process. See the the list of UC Copyright Contacts (http://www.ucop.edu/ott/faculty/crcontac.html) for the contact information for this office at each campus.
   b) Project leads, supervisors, managers, department heads, directors and senior management are responsible for identifying projects in their units to which these guidelines apply, and ensuring that any code contributions are compliance with the established process.

7. It is recommended that this process be clearly defined and documented in a contribution agreement (CA) that can be completed by each individual developer/contributor, and reviewed by the responsible individuals and/or offices prior to the contribution being made. The CA should include the following:
   a) Identification of the code to be contributed;
   b) Identification of the individuals who contributed to the development of the code;
   c) Identification of the approved campus-wide information technology project with which the contribution is associated, if any;
   d) Identification of the benefits that would accrue to the University as a result of the contribution;
   e) Identification of any code authored by others that may be included in the code to be contributed;
f) Identification of the nature of the code to be contributed (patch, enhancement, new functionality, etc.);
g) Identification of the source and date of the internal technical review; and
h) An acknowledgment of understanding of the terms under which the code is being contributed.

A sample CA document is attached and may be customized to reflect the pertinent unique information for each UC campus.

VI. REFERENCES

4. UC Guidelines on University-Industry Relations - (http://www.ucop.edu/ott/genresources/policy_pdf/IndRelGuidelines.PDF)
7. UC Copyright Contacts - (http://www.ucop.edu/ott/faculty/copyright.html) and (http://www.ucop.edu/ott/contacts.html)
10. Open Source Definition - Open Source Initiative - (http://www.opensource.org/docs/osd)
11. Open Source License Types - Open Source Initiative - (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/alphabetical)

VII. ATTACHMENTS

1. Sample CA form
Contributor License Agreements

DuraSpace desires that all contributors of ideas, code, or documentation to DuraSpace projects submit a completed and signed individual Contributor License Agreement (CLA). This agreement clearly defines the terms under which intellectual property has been contributed to DuraSpace. This agreement will help us defend the project if there is a legal dispute regarding the software in the future. A signed CLA is required to be on file before an individual may commit to a DuraSpace project.

Download DuraSpace CLA:
- icla.pdf
- icla-redline.docx (redline against Apache icla, for comparison purposes only)

In the case of an organization, such as a corporation or academic institution, that has assigned employees to work on a DuraSpace project, a Corporate Contributor License Agreement (CCLA) is available. This agreement may be used to contribute intellectual property that may be assigned as part of an employment agreement. However, a CCLA does not remove the need for every developer to sign their own CLA as an individual, to cover any of their contributions that are not owned by the organization signing the CCLA.

Download DuraSpace CCLA:
- cla-corporate.pdf
- cla-corporate-redline.docx (redline against Apache ccla, for comparison purposes only)

Submit completed CLAs to: legal@duraspace.org

Projects

Fedora

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Committer/Contributor</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>iCLA on file</th>
<th>cCLA on file</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Armintor</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Asseg</td>
<td>FIZ/Independent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Beer</td>
<td>Stanford</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Durbin</td>
<td>UVa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Prater</td>
<td>U Wisc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Contributor License Agreements - DuraSpace - DuraSpace Wiki

[https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/DSP/Contributor+License+Agreements](https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/DSP/Contributor+License+Agreements)

### Committer/Contributor CLA on file

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Committer/Contributor</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adam Soroka</td>
<td>UVa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osman Din</td>
<td>Yale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric James</td>
<td>Yale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Clarke</td>
<td>UCLA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigel Banks</td>
<td>DGI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esmé Cowles</td>
<td>UCLA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longshou Situ</td>
<td>UCLA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>institution</td>
<td>FIZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>institution</td>
<td>Stanford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>institution</td>
<td>UNC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>institution</td>
<td>UNSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>institution</td>
<td>UCLA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>institution</td>
<td>DGI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>institution</td>
<td>UCSD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DSpace

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Committer/Contributor</th>
<th>CLA on file</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bill Branan</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Bernstein</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Woods</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erik Paulsson</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gad Krumholz</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DuraCloud

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Committer/Contributor</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>CLA on file</th>
<th>cCLA on file</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bill Branan</td>
<td>DuraSpace</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Bernstein</td>
<td>DuraSpace</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Woods</td>
<td>DuraSpace</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erik Paulsson</td>
<td>DuraSpace</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gad Krumholz</td>
<td>TDL</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

As a heads-up, any revisions to either the individual or corporate CLAs should
Per the Collaboration and Partnership Memorandum of Understanding of the Hydra Originating Steering Group Members, one of the foundational tenets of the Hydra Project is to foster a rich, sustainable open source code base.

Section II of the MOU states

II. Intellectual Property Licensing and Ownership
In keeping with the long-term vision of Hydra as a robust and distributed open source product, Hydra Partners and code contributors adopt and are governed by the following principles:

1. Code contributors ("Contributors") warrant that their work created for the Hydra project does not infringe on the legal rights of any person or entity, including but not limited to intellectual property rights. This warranty includes ensuring that Contributors have properly addressed any institutional rights of their “home” or employing institutions, and that they have properly treated any third party software that has been incorporated, including any open source software.

2. The Hydra Steering Group determines at its sole discretion if a Contributor's code is in scope and appropriate for the Project.

3. All code contributed and accepted to the project will be distributed as open source software, licensed under an Apache 2.0 license (or an appropriate Apache or Open Source Initiative (OSI) approved license sequellae that is designated by the Hydra Steering Group). Contributors must agree to and sign the applicable (individual and/or corporate) licensing agreement before contributing any code.

4. Hydra project documentation, designs and other written artifacts will also be made available under a Creative Commons or similar license. For the avoidance of doubt, the Hydra name and identity is subject to legal protection and is not subject to use by others except with the permission of the Hydra Steering Group.

All code contributors must have an Individual Contributor License Agreement (iCLA) on file with the Hydra Project Steering Group, a process which is initiated by completing an iCLA and emailing it to legal@projecthydra.org. If the contributor works for an institution which has rights over materials that they contribute, the institution should also have a Corporate Contributor License Agreement (cCLA) on file; when no such cCLA exists the potential contributor will be asked to confirm in an email to legal@projecthydra.org, copied to their line manager, that they have institutional authorization to enter into the iCLA.

Hydra also seeks to have clarity around the Intellectual Property of non-code contributions to the Project. Its CLAs cover these non-code contributions as well as code contributions.
and CLAs will be required from individuals and institutions offering non-code materials. At the present time the Hydra Steering Group have determined that such materials should be sub-licensed using a Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported License as permitted under paragraph 2 of the CLA.

- Hydra Project cCLA
- Hydra Project iCLA

The Hydra Project Contributor License Agreements are based on the Apache Foundation CLA's. Redlined versions of both CLA's show the differences between the stock Apache agreement and the Hydra Project agreement.

- Hydra Project Redlined cCLA
- Hydra Project Redlined iCLA

CLA status page

- iCLA request letter (code contributions)
- cCLA request letter (code contributions)
- iCLA request letter (non-code contributions)
- CLA collection process

Licensed software

- Licensed software acceptance procedure

No labels
Thank you for your interest in The Apache Software Foundation (the "Foundation"). In order to clarify the intellectual property license granted with Contributions from any person or entity, the Foundation must have a Contributor License Agreement ("CLA") on file that has been signed by each Contributor, indicating agreement to the license terms below. This license is for your protection as a Contributor as well as the protection of the Foundation and its users; it does not change your rights to use your own Contributions for any other purpose.

If you have not already done so, please complete and sign, then scan and email a pdf file of this Agreement to secretary@apache.org. Alternatively, you may send it by facsimile to the Foundation at +1-919-573-9199. If necessary, send an original signed Agreement to The Apache Software Foundation, Dept. 9660, Los Angeles, CA 90084-9660, U.S.A. Please read this document carefully before signing and keep a copy for your records.

Full name: ______________________________________________________

(optional) Public name: _________________________________________

Mailing Address: ________________________________________________

________________________________________________

Country:   ______________________________________________________

Telephone: _____________________________________________________

E-Mail:    ______________________________________________________

(optional) preferred Apache id(s): ______________________________

(optional) notify project: ______________________________________

You accept and agree to the following terms and conditions for Your present and future Contributions submitted to the Foundation. In return, the Foundation shall not use Your Contributions in a way that is contrary to the public benefit or inconsistent with its nonprofit status and bylaws in effect at the time of the Contribution. Except for the license granted herein to the Foundation and recipients of software distributed by the Foundation, You reserve all right, title, and interest in and to Your Contributions.

1. Definitions.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean the copyright owner or legal entity authorized by the copyright owner that is making this Agreement with the Foundation. For legal entities, the entity making a Contribution and all other entities that control, are controlled...
by, or are under common control with that entity are considered to be a single Contributor. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"Contribution" shall mean any original work of authorship, including any modifications or additions to an existing work, that is intentionally submitted by You to the Foundation for inclusion in, or documentation of, any of the products owned or managed by the Foundation (the "Work"). For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Foundation or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Foundation for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by You as "Not a Contribution."

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, You hereby grant to the Foundation and to recipients of software distributed by the Foundation a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute Your Contributions and such derivative works.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, You hereby grant to the Foundation and to recipients of software distributed by the Foundation a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by You that are necessarily infringed by Your Contribution(s) alone or by combination of Your Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If any entity institutes patent litigation against You or any other entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that your Contribution, or the Work to which you have contributed, constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to that entity under this Agreement for that Contribution or Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. You represent that you are legally entitled to grant the above license. If your employer(s) has rights to intellectual property that you create that includes your Contributions, you represent that you have received permission to make Contributions on behalf of that employer, that your employer has waived such rights for your Contributions to the Foundation, or that your employer has executed a separate Corporate CLA with the Foundation.
5. You represent that each of Your Contributions is Your original creation (see section 7 for submissions on behalf of others). You represent that Your Contribution submissions include complete details of any third-party license or other restriction (including, but not limited to, related patents and trademarks) of which you are personally aware and which are associated with any part of Your Contributions.

6. You are not expected to provide support for Your Contributions, except to the extent You desire to provide support. You may provide support for free, for a fee, or not at all. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, You provide Your Contributions on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NONINFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

7. Should You wish to submit work that is not Your original creation, You may submit it to the Foundation separately from any Contribution, identifying the complete details of its source and of any license or other restriction (including, but not limited to, related patents, trademarks, and license agreements) of which you are personally aware, and conspicuously marking the work as "Submitted on behalf of a third-party: [named here]".

8. You agree to notify the Foundation of any facts or circumstances of which you become aware that would make these representations inaccurate in any respect.

Please sign: __________________________________ Date: ________________